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The Essenes submitted to a number of rules which struck
their contemporaries as strange. Thus, they rejected slavery l
and banned marriage.2 On this last point, however, there does
not seem to have been complete agreement among them, and
from this we may perhaps infer that their various congregations
wrere not, in fact, subjected to that uniformity of practice
which we might have been led to believe. Josephus tells us,
with a clarity leaving no room for doubt, that there were among
the Essenes some who, for the purpose of begetting children,
accepted marriage and sexual intercourse with women carefully
chosen and purified by appropriate lustrations.3 On the other
hand, if we connect Pliny's statement quoted above with that
of Philo,4 that " no Essene takes a wife," we may wrell believe
that celibacy was the more usual practice among them. This,
however, is not a Jewish trait and is rather to be classed among
those which at once suggest a Pythagorean influence. At the
same time, it must not be forgotten that the precept of sexual
abstinence can indeed be derived from certain passages of the
Bible, where the exercise of bodily functions is associated with
the idea of ritual impurity. Thus, Exodus xix. 15 reads cate-
gorically, " And he (Moses) said unto the people, Be ready against
the third day: come not near a woman" whilst in 1 Samuel
xxL 4-5, David, in order to obtain permission to eat conse-
crated bread, declares : " Of a truth, women have been kept
from us these three days; . . . and my men are holy."
Apart from the oath which they took on joining the brother-
hood, the Essenes placed a ban upon all oaths, because they
thought that the man who is unable to keep his word with-
out immediately invoking the Deity already stands con-
demned.5 Here again we have a typical Pythagorean char-
acteristic.6 It recurs in the New Testament, perhaps indeed
tinder Essene influence.7 The same basic idea may perhaps also
explain the law of silence which the brethren accepted and
which obliged them to restrict to the indispensable minimum
all occasions of conversation.8
They rejected the sacrifice of animals, and for this reason,
so it would appear, took no part in the temple worship.9 Never-
theless, they were accustomed to send offerings to the Sanctuary,
and there is reason to believe that they frequented it, though
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